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Still Einstellung: Stillmoving Imagenesis

Jon Inge Faldalen

Persons do not mirror themselves in run-

ning water—they mirror themselves in 

still water. Only what is still can still the 

stillness of other things.

—Confucius

[T]he artist was so overwhelmed by the 

splendor of the Buddha that he could not 

draw when looking at him directly. When 

the situation was presented to the Bud-

dha, he said, “Let us go together to the 

bank of a clear and limpid pool”; where-

upon the Buddha sat himself by the bank 

of the pool, while the artist sketched his 

drawing based upon the reflection on the 

water’s surface. . . . This particular style 

became known as “the image of the Sage 

taken from (a reflection in) water.”

—Lama Gega

O Thou who changest not, abide with me.

—Henry Francis Lyte, “Abide with Me,” 

1847
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Reflections and shadows—drawn lightly on the fluid or fixed sur-

faces of water and rock—dissolve the dichotomy of still versus mov-

ing images, provoking a third concept: stillmoving imagenesis, or a 

simultaneous becoming of still and moving images. From Narcis-

sus to Nosferatu, reflections and shadows have been discussed as 

significant others of things in myth, religion, philosophy, art, sci-

ence, and popular culture. Taking the still ethics and aesthetics (or 

with a German term, the still Einstellung) of Confucius and Bud-

dha as points of departure, attention is drawn to the material and 

mediating stillmoving imageability—understood simply as the mate-

rial conditions for an entity’s ability to create an image—of natural 

water and rock, which conditions the immediate and immaterial 

stillmoving imagenesis of reflections and shadows. Acknowledging 

this complex in-betweenness, I describe reflections and shadows 

as being (im)material (im)media. These terms signify the intangible 

relation of the material and mediating (water, rock) with the imma-

terial and immediate (light, reflection, shadow). With the speed of 

light, immaterial reflections and shadows are drawn immediately on 

the mediating materialities of water and rock.

Look into a reflective surface—a metal mirror or a pool on 

a rain-swept sidewalk—or dance your fingers between a source of 

light and a surface, and you can sense the stillmoving imagenesis 

of reflections and shadows. Such everyday contemplations open up 

an exploration of not only how we are moving (with) images but 

also how we are stilling (with) images, through our abilities to con-

trol the movement and stillness of our own reflections and shad-

ows. Reflections on water and shadows on rock move with us and 

are stilled by us. Every morning, we meet our reflection in the mir-

ror and adjust ourselves according to it; at nightfall, we encounter 

our shadows. Reflections and shadows, as extensions touching sur-

face tensions, are things to make sense with and make sense of. As 

complex human/nonhuman entanglements, they come into view 

as physical yet immaterial “extensions of man.”1

To make sense of reflections and shadows, one can gain 

knowledge by posing the question of how reflections and shad-

ows, viewed as stillmoving imagenesis, dissolve the dichotomy of 

still versus moving images. At stake in posing this question is not 

only a dissolution of this dichotomy but also the performing of 

an archaeological intervention into conceptualizations of mov-

ing image (im)media, resulting in methodological and theoreti-

cal insights—an (im)media archaeological approach from objects, 

reflections, and shadows to the concepts of stillmoving imagen-
esis—of consequence for disciplinary formations, since such 

stillmoving objects demand interdiciplinary insights. This (im)
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media archaeology uncovers, under layers of seemingly composite 

images—below the still and moving images that appear later, his-

torically—the stillmoving imagenesis of reflections and shadows. 

This essay first sketches the field to which it intends to contribute 

and explains its key terms; second, it conducts analyses of shadows 

on the fixed surface of rock by turning to Werner Herzog’s film 

Cave of Forgotten Dreams (2010) and reflections on fluid surfaces, 

taking as its case study Richard Wilson’s art installation 20:50 

(1987); and third, the essay concludes by outlining how these 

observations fundamentally recast the dichotomy of still versus 

moving images as a trichotomy of stillmoving/still/moving imagen-

esis. In this order of things, the stillmoving imagenesis through 

reflections and shadows—and the still Einstellung through film, 

video, or digital media—is not a collision of any preexisting enti-

ties (the still plus the moving) but instead is the initial entity, the 

spring of imagenesis: the stillmoving.
The proliferation of digitally produced and exhibited media 

in recent decades has reactivated a core issue in art history, pho-

tography, cinema, and media studies: the conundrum of still and 

moving images. A host of image works—such as the videos of Bill 

Viola, where the still Einstellung and slow motion examine minute 

gestures, or the “moving stills”2 of David Claerbout, where still pho-

tographs are gently animated—explicitly or implicitly engage this 

conundrum, where images are seemingly dynamic or seemingly 

static. Thus, recent scholarship discusses, for instance, the freeze 

frame, the photofilm, and the still film.3 A pivotal figure, which may 

serve as a common denominator for traversing this history, is the 

still Einstellung (most often called a static, stationary, or fixed-frame 

shot).4 It is found in most movies, but more often it is explored in 

experimental film and video art, from Andy Warhol’s Empire (1964) 

to David Lynch’s Rabbits (2002).

Coming to Terms: Einstellung, Stillmoving, 

and Imagenesis

The term Einstellung offers an amalgam of ethics and aesthetics, 

being “the German word for both ‘attitude’ and a ‘film shot.’”5 An 

Einstellung is both a technique (style or aesthetics) and a perspec-

tive (intention or ethics): it is an aesthethics. “The Einstellung is the 

Einstellung,” writes Gertrud Koch: “the Einstellung of something 

and the Einstellung to something.”6 Koch’s provocative redundancy 

equates ethics and aesthetics, echoing the Cahiers du Cinéma ethos 

“morality is a question of tracking shots.”7 In an updated version of 



this dictum, ethics can be viewed as a question of Einstellung. So, 

what differentiates a still Einstellung ethics from a moving Einstel-
lung ethics?

For André Bazin, the still Einstellung was a crucial part of his 

“aesthetic of immobility,”8 most exemplarily found in the famous 

kitchen scene of Orson Welles’s The Magnificent Ambersons (1942), 

where the camera remains still for several minutes during a 

charged dialogue. For Bazin, the combination of the four stylistic 

traits—long take, deep focus, total frame, and either a moving or a 

still Einstellung—forms a quietly revolutionary ethics of no less than 

liberté, égalité, and fraternité within the imagenesis and between it 

and its viewers.9 Flaunting few devices, this cinema leaves us to our 

own. Whereas a moving figure in conventional cinema most often 

would cause camera movement tracking this figure—for instance, 

Rocky running—a similarly moving figure would not cause camera 

movement in a still Einstellung. Only what is moving is shown as 

moving, while what is still is shown as still.

Thus, while the intentionality of a moving Einstellung sees 

everything (both what is still and what is moving) as moving, the 

intentionality of the still Einstellung sees something (what is still) as 

still and something (what is moving) as moving. This differentia-

tion, found in stillmoving imagenesis from natural reflections and 

shadows to today’s digital still Einstellungen, is at the core of my 

contention that the still Einstellung is fundamentally different from 

the moving Einstellung.
The still Einstellung conditions stillmoving rather than moving 

imagenesis, regardless of material (water, rock, film, video, or digi-

tal) or mode of mediation (reflection, shadow, cinema, television, 

or computer). Reflections and shadows dissolve the dichotomy of 

still versus moving images. They achieve this through the stillmov-

ing imagenesis of their material and mediating invisible (water) 

and visible (rock) still surfaces—as these are entangled beneath 

and around immaterial and immediate figural presences (the still-

moving reflections) and absences (the moving shadows). As a con-

sequence, the age-old dichotomy of still versus moving images is 

recast by the trichotomy of imagenesis: stillmoving/still/moving.

The value of such a dismantling and fundamental restructuring 

of the framework of still and moving images is found in its impli-

cations for disciplinary formations, methodologies, and theories 

within and between art history, photography, cinema, and media 

studies. Stillmoving imagenesis does not fall squarely into any 

established discipline, such as painting does in art history or film 

does in cinema studies. Being truly inter, these in-between objects 

thus demand interdisciplinary insights. An interdisciplinary “still/
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moving” research field is therefore forming, with several contri-

butions using the terms “still,” “moving,” and perhaps even more 

significant “between”10 in their titles, radically suggesting that these 

homeless betweens, these metaxy11 or media, deserve a room of 

their own, a stillmoving research discipline.

In order to understand current technological, artistic, and 

scholarly preoccupations with “still\moving,” “still moving,” “still-

moving” or “still/moving” images,12 I therefore sink the space and 

slashes, heave the hyphen, and imagine a return to a genesis of 

images by turning to reflections and shadows. Moving and stillmov-

ing images occur naturally. Before cinema was even an idea, it was 

a fact. It was therefore never, and will never be, invented. Humans 

have always been driven to remake nature through images, but 

nature has always already (re)made itself within itself, through 

the natural (im)media reflections and shadows. These earliest of 

images were truly acheiropoieta, reflections and shadows ephemer-

ally drawn by light on water and rock without the touch of human 

or other animal hands. The initial images were thus neither por-

table sculptures nor sand or cave drawings but were simultaneously 

still and moving reflections and shadows.

These natural imageneses could be seen as part of what Peter 

Geimer terms “self-generated” images, and I second his call for “a 

concept of images that can also incorporate contingency, occur-

rence, and the ‘uncomposed.’”13 Reflections and shadows are parts 

of physis, the natural world that springs from itself. Before their 

ubiquitous presence in man-made environments through metal or 

glass reflectors or the water mirrors of landscape architecture, still-

moving images occurred in the natural world. Water and rock sur-

faces14—whose complex material mediations condition reflections 

and shadows—have stillmoving imageability.15 Whereas rock has 

shadow imageability, water has both shadow and reflective image-

ability.16 And for fluids, such as water, a condition for figural ima-

genesis is surface stillness.17 The hands or tears of Narcissus ruin his 

reflection, resulting in nonfigural refraction.

Testing and taking advantage of—like Narcissus or the Bud-

dha artist—such surface stillness, two-year-old Fanta, a chimpanzee 

from Fongoli, Senegal, for the first time visits a spring in a for-

est grove, clinging to a branch above, looking into its imagenesis, 

slightly undulating the water surface with her index finger (figure 

1). The voice-over in the anthropological documentary states that 

“First she tested the water with a leaf. And then we watched her 

discover her own reflection. Self-recognition used to be something 

we said set humans apart. But as we watched Fanta play with her 

reflection, we can only wonder: What goes on in her mind?”18



Reflection precedes recognition, and leaving the latter aside, 

what seemingly occurs is an experience of a still Einstellung, of a 

slowly moving figure, drawn on a gently moving middle ground of 

rustling leaves, resting on a still ground of blue skies. Fanta senses 

the spring of reflection, the original stillmoving imagenesis.

So, how does this natural imagenesis destabilize core ideas 

in the studies of images? The seemingly ever-pressing questions 

“What is an image?” as well as “What is a moving image?” and “What 

is cinema?” require continual refreshing in response to techno-

logical developments, the current development being digitization. 

Turning from ontology to ontogenesis, from being to becoming, 

cinema and media scholars would do well to first ask “How do 

moving images become?” Aiming to answer this question, the con-

cept of imagenesis—a composite term made from the Latin imago 

and the Greek genesis—seeks to unfix the rigidity of the substan-

tive nouns “image” and “moving image” in order to emphasize the 

ontogenetic, process-derived becoming of still and moving images.19 

Acknowledging that “[t]he idea of process and production is com-

pletely absent from the Latin word”20 imago, imagenesis finds in 

translation and transformation this idea of process not only inher-

ent in the Greek genesis but also in the German Bild, “the mate-

rial and spiritual aspect of the image, considered together; and 

the power of production, of forming.”21 This move from image as 

product (picture) to image as process (imagenesis) informs analyses 

of different kinds of imagenesis: natural, mechanical, technical, 

aesthetic or phenomenal, and historical, cultural, or social. While 

Figure 1. Fanta and her reflection. From video taken by Christine Eck-

strom. © Christine Eckstrom.
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I discuss these other modes of imagenesis elsewhere,22 this essay 

deals with natural imagenesis, objects of inquiry being reflections 

on fluid surfaces (water) and shadows on fixed surfaces (rock).

My ambition is to challenge the concepts of still and moving 

images, already deeply destabilized by digitization.23 What happens 

to these concepts if we welcome reflections and shadows into the 

family of images as still, moving, and stillmoving imagenesis? What 

kind of imagenesis does the still Einstellung condition? Do still-

ness and movement remain a dichotomy? Or is the still Einstellung, 
where some parts are still and other parts move, something that is 

“between-the-images”24 or a foundational “image-state”25—stillmov-

ing imagenesis?

The Buddha artist by the pool adopted a still Einstellung, a per-

spective, an intention, and an ethics similar to the camera-medi-

ated still Einstellungen used by contemporary moving image makers 

such as Roy Andersson in Songs from the Second Floor (2000), where 

long take, deep focus, total frame, and an unmoving camera com-

bine in forty-five out of forty-six Einstellungen. Similar to the artist 

who stilled his body and eyes to sense the stillmoving imagenesis of 

the (reflection of the) Buddha in order to paint still imagenesis, 

this director stills his camera to capture the still as still and the 

moving as moving in order to make stillmoving imagenesis. Rather 

than a radical exception—as in The Magnificant Ambersons—here 

the still Einstellung is a rule. And with it, moving imagenesis turns 

into stillmoving imagenesis.

Reflection and shadow imagenesis on water and rock reveal 

further complications: a different kind of image is unveiled in (im)-

media archaeological layers below still and moving images. The 

origin of all images—before humans formed sculptures or drew 

on sand or rock—were stillmoving imagenesis, becoming through 

water reflections and rock shadows. These images could be termed 

the springs of stillmoving imagenesis, being simultaneously still and 
moving. This simultaneity reveals a foundational level of differentia-
tion. In moving imagenesis through the moving Einstellung, the still 

and the moving are conflated. In stillmoving imagenesis through 

the still Einstellung, the still and the moving are differentiated.

In my writing about digital compression technologies, such as 

the MPEG codec and the movement and stillness detection algo-

rithms in digital video surveillance, I have found fundamental dif-

ferences between the treatment of movement and stillness through 

coded, fixed pixels rather than fluid grains or signals.26 Through 

digital imagenesis, the still Einstellung differentiates. Digital still-

moving imagenesis thus makes apparent what is only latent and dor-
mant in the still Einstellung through film and video, where the next 



grain or signal would be similar but not the same. In Auguste and 

Louis Lumière’s film The Baby’s Meal (1895) and Viola’s video The 
Reflecting Pool (1977–79), both employing the still Einstellung, the 

next grains or signals that depict a still area would look like but not 

be the same picture elements. The latent and dormant in the still 

Einstellung through film and video are thus the perceiver’s aesthetic 

or phenomenal imagenesis of the moving as moving and the still as 

still, despite that on a technical level everything, even what is still, 

is continually moving through successive similar grains or signals 

changed dozens of times a second.

To clarify this differential ability, and its apparent existence in 

digital imagenesis, it is helpful to scrutinize the term “still.” There 

exists no sustained effort investigating at length this core term in 

the research on “still/moving” images.27 To highlight its complex-

ity, I engage it triangularly: as a concept combining its adjectival 

spatial meaning, not moving, and its adverbial temporal meaning, 

continuing, as well as its affective agency to calm and quiet (such as 

Jesus’s stilling of the water in the speech act “Peace, be still!”). With 

this vocabulary, the digital still Einstellung (for instance, MPEG 

compressed) precisely calms what is not moving as continuing, as it 

“ignores” the still areas of the frame and only updates those areas 

that are moving. Thus, while moving the moving as moving, it calms 
the not moving as continuing: it stills the still as still.

Compared to the imagenesis of reflections and shadows, 

there are striking digital analogies between the still pixels (the 

same pixels, refreshed or not) of a digital still Einstellung and the 

still rock surface around a moving shadow on a cave wall. This dif-

ferential ability—digital’s intrinsic capability to code stillness and 

movement separately, a feat impossible for film or video—paral-

lels reflections and shadows, where there is no next and similar 

frame, line, or pixel but where the still remains the same: “O 

Thou who changest not, abide with me.” Beneath the stillmoving 

reflections on water or around and beneath moving shadows on 

rock, the fluid water surface or fixed rock surface abides with us. 

Water reflections and rock shadows move the moving as moving 

and still the still as still.

Reflections and Shadows as Imagenesis

Reflections and shadows have long puzzled art historians, poets, 

philosophers, physicists, and psychologists. However, reflections 

and shadows have sometimes been somewhat reductively discussed 

as still images, disciplined into a discourse on painterly rendition 
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of shadows or photographic contrast.28 But natural reflections and 

shadows are never entirely still; they are moving, or are different 

kinds of stillmoving imagenesis, since the physical and phenome-

nological stillness of their fluid or fixed material surfaces take part 

in the imagenesis. These phenomena merit more attention from 

cinema and media scholars.29

Recent contributions to histories and archaeologies of mov-

ing images provide valuable explorations of precinema and early 

cinema, but why restrict our time travel to firelight-animated cave 

drawings and spinning bone disks, so-called Paleolithic thau-

matropes?30 Investigation of reflections and shadows poses fruitful 

interventions in foundational debates in our fields, such as the ones 

on indexicality, representation, liveness, or real time. Reflections 

and shadows, for instance, challenge a dominant understanding 

of images as present absences by being copresences or present 

presences.

Stillmoving imageability and imagenesis are an untended path 

through the prehistory and history of moving images, from the 

natural imagenesis of shadows and reflections, via the mechanical 

imagenesis of bone disks, shadow play, camera obscura, Brunelles-

chi’s experiment, and the magic lantern, to the -ramas, -scopes, 

and -tropes of the nineteenth century, culminating in the technical 

imagenesis of film, video, and digital images of our age. The mov-

ing image has always carried the still within, but the stillmoving 

question is yet to be fully addressed.

The material conditions for natural imagenesis may also shed 

new light on fluid and fixed surfaces of technical imagenesis, such 

as plasma and liquid crystal displays or cinema projection screens. 

Whereas the surface of water shares qualities with the relative 

fluidities just below the fixed surfaces of television and computer 

screens, rock’s fixed surface beneath and around the moving 

shadow shares qualities with the texture of the cinema screen. A 

revelation for me is the still superior quality of natural reflections 

as high-definition, wide-screen, three-dimensional moving or 

stillmoving imagenesis.31 Water reflections rotate with the viewer 

through parallax in 3-D and remain, in my view, the most advanced 

imagenesis.

Two concrete case studies of reflections and shadows, namely 

the 3-D film Cave of Forgotten Dreams and the piece of installation 

art 20:50, demonstrate how reflections and shadows slightly differ 

in their imageneses through the invisibility of water and the vis-

ibility of rock, how they have had (pre)historical significance as 

imageneses, and how they embody the trichotomy of stillmoving/

still/moving.



Shadows on Fixed Surfaces

During an interview sequence in the documentary Cave of Forgotten 
Dreams, imagining the genesis of images in the prehistoric Chauvet 

cave in France, director Werner Herzog briefly discusses moving 

shadows on fixed surfaces with archaeologist Jean-Michel Geneste 

in a conversation that I transcribe here uncorrected:

herzog: Could it be, how they set up fires in Chauvet Cave, there’s evi-

dence that they cast their own shadows against the panels of horses, for 

example?

geneste: The fire were necessary to look at the paintings and maybe to 

staging people around. When you look with the flame, with moving light, 

you can imagine people dancing with the shadows.

herzog: Fred Astaire? Fred Astaire?

geneste: Yes. I think that this image dancing with his shadow is a very 

strong and old images of human representation. Because the first repre-

sentation was the walls, the white wall and the black shadow.32

This short dialogue opens a path further back in time than the ones 

opened so far by cinema and media scholars: to any still surface and 

its moving shadow. The dialogue resonates with Pliny’s account of 

the birth of images, where a young Corinthian girl outlines the 

shadow of the profile of her boyfriend to keep his likeness pres-

ent in his absence. But her boyfriend’s cast shadow was already an 

image, a stillmoving image: an amalgam of the still wall and the mov-

ing shadow of the boyfriend (attempting to stay still).33 Thus, it is 

highly significant that “(im)media” archaeologist Geneste empha-

sizes both the black shadow and the white wall. The white wall, or 

the rock surface, is the still ground of the moving shadow, causally 

tracing the movements of its caster. As an integral part of the ima-

genesis, the fixed rock surface is a condition for imageability. Cast 

shadows need a ground, whether flat or undulating (figure 2). On 

the rock surface—what David Lewis-Williams metaphorically calls 

“the living membrane”34—shadows are drawn immediately by the 

speed of light (here, firelight) and its equal, the “leap” of shadow.35 

Shadows are holes in the light, figural absences.36

Whereas Edward Wachtel37 as well as Marc Azéma and Flo-

rent Rivère examine how cave drawings display cinematic qualities 

under flickering light or through superimposition or juxtaposition 

of successive images “when the light from a grease lamp or a torch 

is moved along the length of the rock wall,”38 Herzog and Geneste 

speculate whether the earliest artists also consciously projected39 

shadows of themselves on and between the drawings in the Chauvet 
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cave, containing the earliest known man-made images drawn some 

32,000 years ago, making the cave the longest quasi-permanent 

exhibition site ever. Herzog comments:

Well, there is one moment in the film where I am speaking about the 

charcoal that was found in the vicinity of the Panel of the Horses, the 

charcoal fires. There is a row of fires which was used for illumination, but 

placed in a way that when you are close to the Panel of the Horses your 

own shadow becomes a part of the image, apparently as an integral part of the 

staging.40

The drawn images that dancing shadows (and Herzog’s docu-

mentary) become integral parts of are almost exclusively depict-

ing animal figures, in “an imaginary world where humans seem 

to be absent.”41 Discussing the more famous and more recent 

drawings in the Lascaux cave, Geneste and colleagues ask: “Man 

as a whole, unconnected to animals, is absent from Lascaux. Did 

Palaeolithic man represent himself by metaphor in the form of 

hybrid creatures, or was he forbidden to represent himself?”42 I would 

suggest that he or she was not. Since the moving human figure was 

present on the rock surface through vertically cast shadows, per-

haps conscious shadow projection partly accounts for the lack of 

human figures in the drawings? I would argue that the scene was 

an amalgam of drawn still images—themselves potentially “mov-

ing” through light changes—and moving shadow images: stillmov-

ing imagenesis. Shadow play of people dancing with their others 

Figure 2. Shadow play on the rock of Chauvet cave. Frame grab from Cave 
of Forgotten Dreams (Werner Herzog, 2010).



in caves, thirty millennia before Plato chained people to watch 

other’s shadows dance, was certainly a possibility. This shadow 

play might then be the true forgotten dreams of the Chauvet cave. 

Either way, shadows are almost ubiquitous, carved from the pho-

tons of firelight, sunlight, or electrical light, on any kind of still 

fluid or fixed surface.

Sean Cubitt writes that “The first movie, we teach in Film 101, 

was the flickering torchlight in the caves at Lascaux, as our ances-

tors moved past the images . . . or the shadowgraphy of handpup-

pets in the firelight.”43 Cinema and media scholars should also 

welcome reflections into the family of images and thus teach that 

among the first movies were reflections in water, nature’s camera 
fluida. The fundamental feature of moving images, I think, prior to 

representation or the possibility of camera movement is the poten-

tial to depict object movement, part of what Christian Metz terms “real 

presence of motion.”44 Both reflections and shadows depict object 

movement through real presence of motion. One such object is 

the human figure. Reflections and shadows depict human figures 

traced in light and shadow.

So, how do shadows challenge the dichotomy of still versus 

moving images? Through the stillmoving imagenesis of the visible, 
material, and mediating still surface entangled with the immate-

rial and immediate presence of the figural absence of the moving 

shadow. Reflections, however, dissolve the dichotomy in a slightly 

different way.

Reflections on Fluid Surfaces

Water reflections—the “liquid eyes of nature”45—were the first 

mirrors for humans and other animals and have ever since been 

looked into.46 The most famous water reflection is found in “Nar-

cissus and Echo” from the Metamorphosis of Ovid, who describes the 

material conditions of this eternal “silver screen,” undisturbed by 

algae rhythms: “Picture a clear, unmuddied pool of silvery shimmering 
water. The shepherds have not been near it; the mountain-goats 

and cattle have not come to drink there; its surface has never been 
ruffled by bird or beast or branch from a rotting cypress.”47

Ovid emphasizes the stillness of the water surface, thereby 

establishing its imageability. Unlike the artist looking at the 

reflection of the Buddha, an other’s other, Narcissus—like Fanta, the 

chimpanzee—looks at and drowns in his own reflection, oneself’s 
other. Nevertheless, like the artist or the chimp, Narcissus senses an 

undulation of still and moving imagenesis.
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Tor Ulven writes that “A mirror is a paralysis. Water is mov-

ing. But the less the water makes noise, the more it is suited to 

mirror, as if the mirroring function and stillness presupposed each 

other.”48 This poetic truth is also physically true: Water’s mirroring 

function and stillness do presuppose each other. The still water 

surface—or the air/water interface, as it is known in chemistry—is 

a fragile, fluid film of molecules. Surface stillness is a condition 

for the figural imageability of fluids, such as water and oil. Unlike 

rock undulations, water undulations undo imagenesis. John 

Ruskin writes that “[a] piece of calm water always contains a pic-

ture in itself, an exquisite reflection of the objects above it.”49 For 

the purpose here, it is important to stress that calm water contains 

still, moving, or stillmoving imagenesis—a “continuously changing 

image”50—depending on whether the perceiver and the reflected 

are still or moving.

Reflections challenge the concepts of still and moving images, 

and this challenge is poignantly posed by the fluid imagenesis of 

Richard Wilson’s 20:50 (1987) (figure 3), a work that combines 

land art and architecture in one sculpture/installation. In the 

work, a gallery space is filled with oil whose horizontal reflections 

mirror the gallery architecture and thus double our perception of 

it. Being unfamiliar with its material genesis, my initial experience 

of the work was baffling: Is it a gigantic mirror? Or maybe some 

kind of liquid? How deep is it?

As writer and reader, we are unable to sit by a pool in a sacred 

forest grove, Walden Pond, or a gently flowing mise-en-Seine, so 

this fluid yet quasi-permanent installation at London’s Saatchi Gal-

lery serves as a concrete example of fluid imagenesis. The piece 

was inspired by water reflections that Wilson encountered while 

on holiday while “in the pool, up to my eyes,”51 but oil’s higher vis-

cosity and blackness condition more stable visuality. Wilson’s 20:50 

has been installed all over the world and is currently at its third 

location in London. In its first installment, 20:50 was accompanied 

by a quote from Alice in Wonderland: “Let’s pretend the glass has 

got all soft like gauze, so that we can get through it.”52 Both water 

and oil are soft, like gauze, so one can get through. But doing so, 

of course, drags along the reflection.

The online gallery presentation text describes 20:50 as

an expansive and indefinable virtual space that clinically absorbs and mir-

rors the gallery architecture. The room is in fact entirely flooded in oil. 

. . . 20:50 takes its name from the type of recycled engine oil used. It is 

thick, pitch black, and absolutely indelible: please take extreme care with 

your clothing and belongings, and no matter how tempting, please do 



not touch. 20:50 often has to be demonstrated to be believed: the liquid 

can be seen by blowing very gently on the surface.53

Simultaneously a sculpture, an installation, and a performance, 

20:50 forces the perceiver to participate and play with the still, 

moving, or stillmoving imagenesis. Previously, one could move like 

Moses, strolling up an inclining walkway parting the still sea. Now 

one must stand by a fence at the frame54 and, like Narcissus, look 

down into the reflections. Its Einstellung has thus shifted from mov-

ing to stillmoving imagenesis. Whereas before one could choose to 

move through the piece and sense its moving qualities, one is now 

first and foremost encouraged to sense its still qualities.

The title 20:50 is derived from the viscosity grade of the mate-

rial, the fluid sump oil, transformed through millions of years. This 

material conditions the imagenesis. Andrew Graham-Dixon, one of 

the work’s early commentators, wrote that its “unchanging surface 

registers a dark and utterly stilled reflection of its surroundings,”55 

although the reflection is neither still nor moving but instead is 

stillmoving. The stillness of the fluid oil has stillmoving imageabil-

ity. The oil is responding, but not recording, as a fluid film of “for-

getting,”56 a “[m]ute surface, uninhabitable, impenetrable, where 

all is event and nothing is memory.”57 If reflected objects (such as 

the walls or ceiling) are still, their reflections are still. If reflected 

objects (such as visitors, a vehicle, or a bird in flight outside the 

windows) are moving, their reflections are moving. This, of course, 

is also the case with all kinds of fixed mirrors, whether metal or 

Figure 3. Reflections on 20:50 (Richard Wilson, 1987). Frame grab from 

theEYE: Richard Wilson (Illuminations, 2001; DVD, 2006).
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glass. There is always potential for movement in a still reflection 

(effectively used in sudden figural appearances in horror movie 

bathroom mirrors). Viewed in this way, 20:50 becomes potentially 

either still, moving, or stillmoving imagenesis. Like still water 

reflections, it embodies the trichotomy of imagenesis.

If you walk along either 20:50 or a still lake, “looking along”58 

or “according to it,”59 its reflections are sensed—like the tracking 

shots of cinema—as a moving Einstellung of moving imagenesis. If, 

following the Buddha’s invitation, you stand or sit still by a pool, 

its reflections are sensed—like the static shots of cinema—as a still 

Einstellung of stillmoving imagenesis. We are truly moving (with) 

images; reflections and shadows move with us. But we are also still-

ing (with) images. We can still reflections and shadows by becom-

ing still. Only what is still can still the stillness of other things. Thus, the 

colon dividing the title of this essay, “Still Einstellung: Stillmoving 

Imagenesis,” signals a conditional and causal relationship: a still 

Einstellung conditions and causes stillmoving imagenesis.

How, then, do reflections dissolve the dichotomy of still versus 

moving images? Through the stillmoving imagenesis of the invis-
ible, material, and mediating still surface entangled with the imma-

terial and immediate figural presence of the stillmoving reflection. 

Each in their own way, reflections and shadows thus challenge the 

concepts of still and moving images by provoking a third concept: 

stillmoving imagenesis.

The Trichotomy of Imagenesis: Stillmoving/

Still/Moving

I suggest that stillmoving imagenesis is not a collision of any pre-

existing entities. Rather, it is the spring where the simultaneously 

still and moving occurs as a natural phenomenon. Stillmoving 

imagenesis is the initial entity, the foundational image state of the 

trichotomy stillmoving/still/moving. Imagenesis is then crucially 

not seen as initially still (as in sculpture and painting), and only 

later moving (as in the camera obscura and the cinema), but as 

initially stillmoving—through stillmoving reflection imagenesis 

and stillmoving shadow imagenesis—and only later also still (as in 

photography) and moving (as in computer games). This initially 

stillmoving imagenesis seems then not a collision but rather a natu-

ral spring where still imagenesis and moving imagenesis later came 

to drink. Still imagenesis (such as sculpture, painting, and photog-

raphy) and moving imagenesis (such as camera obscura, cinema, 

and computer games) are therefore “taken from (a reflection in) 



water”60 or shadows on rock. Current interest from scholars and 

artists in stillmoving imagenesis might then be a thirst quenched 

by these stillmoving springs.
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